
Robyn Chin
Robyn is from Canada, a suburb just outside of Toronto. Modelling was always something that felt 
so unattainable for Robyn. Growing up as a competitive athlete, her schedule never really allowed 
her time to pursue other passions. After retiring from her athletic career, Robyn pursued a 
Kinesiology degree at Wilfred Laurier University, in Waterloo, Canada. In 2019, she decided she 
also wanted to pursue a career in modelling. After being turned down many times for not being the 
“right” size or “too short” she met her current mother agency. In 2020 Robyn studied abroad in 
Australia where she was able to take her modelling career to the next stage, making her first 
international appearance. Life quickly changed when the pandemic hit, bringing everything to a 
halt. From there Robyn learned that the industry wouldn’t be the same. She started to explore the 
world of content creation as many clients were shooting from home. Robyn was able to continue to 
work both in person and from home to develop her portfolio.  
In 2021, Robyn graduated with her Honours Bachelor's degree in Kinesiology, and also obtained US 
visa allowing her to began working internationally in the United States. Robyn client list consists of 
brands such as; Mejuri, Ulta, Lucky Brand Jeans and Lululemon to name a few. Robyn quickly 
started to grow a following on Instagram as explores a new passion for DJ’ing. Having successfully 
DJ’d at handful of events in Toronto Robyn is looking to expand internationally. Robyn encapsulate 
various types of music, such as afrobeat, r&b, hip hop, drill, reggae, and amapiano.  
Robyn has used social media as a means to expand her career and interact with other people from 
around the world. Robyn believes in being authentic and enjoys posting content that feels organic to 
her. Robyn is passionate about advocating for all types of models who have been ridiculed for 
characteristics that make them uniquely who they are. Her goal is to provide representation for 
anyone who can relate to her.
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